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Global environment

- From MDGs to Post 2015 Development Agenda
  - A life of dignity for all: accelerating progress towards the MDGs and advancing the UN Development Agenda beyond 2015 (UN Secretary General)
  - Report “A New Global Partnership: Eradicate Poverty & Transform Economies through Sustainable development (High Level Panel, UN)
GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF NSS MONGOLIA

- Global environment
  - UN Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics and other international practices
    - Endorsed January 29, 2014, UN General Assembly
    - Code of Practice
GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF NSS MONGOLIA

• Global environment

  • Demand for new data and data revolution
    • Open data and official statistics
    • Big data
  • Era of ICT
GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF NSS MONGOLIA

• National environment
  • From “Big” Government to “Smart Government”
    • Efficient, effective and timely public service
    • Citizen engagement
  • Decentralization and local development
    • Demand for new data for evidence-based policy and programs

» NEED TO ADAPT TO CHANGING WORLD
THE BEST USE OF AGA RESULTS

• NSDS grounded on AGA results
  • 2006-2011
  • 2011-2015
  • Drafting new NSDS based on AGA
THE BEST USE OF AGA RESULTS

• Improve legal and regulatory environment
  • Renew Law on Statistics
  • Other legislations
  • Internal procedures, norms and standards in harmony with international best practices and recommendations.
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• National and international collaboration

  Parliament relations
  • Re-formulate the Law on Statistics
  • Support for improving policy and regulatory environment for development of NSS
  • Support for NSDS implementation
THE BEST USE OF AGA RESULTS

• Stakeholder relations
  • Ensure enforcement of laws and regulations (institutional development, human, physical and financial resources)
  • Inter-agency relations
    • MOUs with BoM, ministries and agencies
    • Working group at senior management level
  • Collaboration at local level
  • Collaboration with private sector and NGOs
  • Relationships with users and media
THE BEST USE OF AGA RESULTS

• International collaboration
  • Global statistical community
    • Member of UNSC
    • Ulaanbaatar city group and other statistical group
    • Regional collaboration (UNESCAP, EuroStat, UNECE, EFTA)
    • Statistical offices of foreign countries
  • Multilateral cooperation
    • Technical assistance and investment
    • Develop targeted new areas of statistics
  • Country’s development assistance
    • International development agencies
CONCLUSION

• Learn and share experiences and best practices of the countries that have had or are using AGA

• Facilitate collaboration of interested international organisations and NSOs to gain and exchange knowledge on the aspects of AGA
  • International workshops
  • Open access to AGA reports

• Continuous evaluation of implementation of AGA recommendations
  • Identify most optimal follow-up assessment approach
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